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ABSTRACT
MINIMIZING ENERGY COSTS FOR GEOGRAPHICALLY DISTRIBUTED
HETEROGENEOUS DATA CENTERS
The recent proliferation and associated high electricity costs of distributed data centers have
motivated researchers to study energy-cost minimization at the geo-distributed level. The devel-
opment of time-of-use (TOU) electricity pricing models and renewable energy source models has
provided the means for researchers to reduce these high energy costs through intelligent geograph-
ical workload distribution. However, neglecting important considerations such as data center cool-
ing power, interference effects from task co-location in servers, net-metering, and peak demand
pricing of electricity has led to sub-optimal results in prior work because these factors have a sig-
nificant impact on energy costs and performance. In this thesis, we propose a set of workload
management techniques that take a holistic approach to the energy minimization problem for geo-
distributed data centers. Our approach considers detailed data center cooling power, co-location
interference, TOU electricity pricing, renewable energy, net metering, and peak demand pricing
distribution models. We demonstrate the value of utilizing such information by comparing against
geo-distributed workload management techniques that possess varying amounts of system infor-
mation. Our simulation results indicate that our best proposed technique is able to achieve a 61%
(on average) cost reduction compared to state-of-the-art prior work.
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The success of cloud computing has resulted in data center operators expanding and geograph-
ically distributing their data center locations, e.g., Google [4] and Amazon [5]. Distributing data
centers geographically offers several benefits to the clients such as low latency due to shorter com-
munication distances and service resiliency. A strong motivating factor for data center operators
to geographically distribute their data centers is to reduce operating expenditures by exploiting
time-of-use (TOU) electricity pricing [6]. Electricity prices are not constant, but rather follow a
TOU pricing model where the cost of electricity varies based on the time of day as demonstrated in
Figure 1.1. Electricity prices are higher when total electrical grid demand is high, and fall during
periods when electrical grid demand is low [7, 8]. Beyond the TOU electricity costs, most utility
providers also charge a flat-rate (peak demand) fee based on the highest (peak) power consumed
at any instant during a given billing period, e.g., month [9, 10]. Reducing electricity costs has
been a major focus of data center management, and has continued to grow in importance as the
annual electricity expenditure for powering data centers has, in some cases, surpassed the costs of
purchasing the equipment itself [11].
Figure 1.1: TOU electricity pricing, PG&E Schedule E-19 [1]
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Relocating workloads among geo-distributed data centers is one effective approach to curb
electricity expenditures. Workloads can be migrated to data centers located in different times
zones with the goal of concentrating the workload in regions with the lowest TOU electricity and
peak demand pricing available at that time. The allocation of workloads within a data center can
also reduce electricity cost by exploiting dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and any
heterogeneity across compute nodes (e.g., different power and performance characteristics).
Due to the ever-increasing electricity consumption of data centers, the use of on-site renew-
able energy sources, e.g., solar and wind, has grown rapidly in recent years. Several data center
operators have already built or announced plans to build “green” data centers, i.e., data centers,
that are completely (or at least partially) operated with the help of renewable energy. For example,
a portion of Apple’s data centers in North Carolina are powered by a 60 MW solar plant [12].
McGraw-Hill operates a data center using a 14 MW solar array [13]. Similar to these examples,
major global data center providers, e.g., Microsoft [14], Google [15], and Facebook [16], have in-
vested in green energy facilities. Some data center providers have begun to use locations with large
amounts of renewable energy available to reduce energy costs, or even exploit net metering. Net
metering is a billing mechanism that gives renewable energy customers credit on their utility bills
for the excess clean energy they sell back to the grid [17]. Adding on-site renewable power and ex-
ploiting net metering can reduce electricity costs [18], peak grid power costs [19], or both [20,21].
This can provide additional opportunities for geographical load distribution (GLD) techniques to
reduce overall electricity costs.
The goal of our research is to design techniques for geographical load distribution that will
minimize the energy cost for executing incoming workloads considering many aspects of the over-
all system. We use detailed models for data center cooling power, co-location interference, TOU
electricity pricing, renewable energy, net metering, and peak demand pricing distribution to pro-
vide the most-accurate information possible to the geo-distributed workload manager. Co-location
interference is a phenomena that occurs when multiple cores within the same multicore proces-
sor are executing tasks simultaneously and compete for shared resources, e.g., last-level cache or
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DRAM. Our work is highly useful for environments where historical execution information about
the types of tasks executed is readily available. Examples of such environments exist in industry,
e.g., commercial companies (DigitalGlobe, Google), military computing installations (Department
of Defense), and government labs (National Center for Atmospheric Research).
By considering data center cooling power, co-location interference, TOU electricity pricing,
renewable energy, net metering, and peak demand pricing distribution models, we design three
new workload management techniques. These techniques assume varying degrees of co-location
interference characteristics to distribute or migrate the workload to low-cost data centers at regular
time intervals, while ensuring that all of the workload is completed. We compare these techniques
to a state-of-the-art method [22], and our previous work [23], and show that our best proposed re-
source management heuristic can, on average, achieve a cost reduction of 61%. Key contributions
in our work can be summarized as follows:
• a hierarchical framework for the GLD problem that considers cost-minimization oriented
workload management at both the geo-distributed and local heterogeneous data center level;
• a new detailed data center model that exploits net metering and peak shaving, i.e., peak
power reduction, by considering information about heterogeneous compute node-types, P-
states, compute node temperatures, cooling power, TOU and peak demand pricing, renew-
able power sources, and performance degradation caused by co-location interference;
• the design of three resource management heuristics that possess varying degrees of co-
location interference prediction information to demonstrate and motivate the use of detailed
models in workload management decisions.
The rest of the work is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review relevant prior work.
Our system model is characterized in Chapter 3. Chapters 4 and 5 describe our specific problem
in detail and the heuristics we propose to solve it. The simulation environment is discussed in
Chapter 6. We analyze and evaluate the results of our approach in Chapter 7. Lastly, we conclude




There have been many recent efforts proposing methods to minimize electricity costs across
geo-distributed data centers, with the fundamental decisions of the optimization problem relying
on a TOU electricity pricing model [24]. These models either use data analytics for pricing models
or make predictions of electricity costs. Electricity costs are often much higher during peak hours
of the day (typically 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.). The TOU electricity cost models, sometimes in combi-
nation with a model for revenue generated from computation of a workload, motivates the use of
optimization techniques to minimize energy cost or, if provided a revenue model, to maximize total
profit.
Workload distribution for geo-distributed data centers has been studied in prior work such
as [22, 23, 25–30]. Information about TOU pricing is typically used to either minimize electricity
costs across all geo-distributed data centers, e.g., [22, 23, 25, 27–30], or to maximize profits when
a revenue model is included for computational work performed, e.g., [26]. A quality of service
(QoS) constraint of some form is recognized in most of the aforementioned works. Typically, this
is incorporated into the model as a queuing delay constraint [25, 27, 29]. Other works incorporate
QoS violations into a cost function, where a monetary penalty is associated with violating service
level agreements (SLAs) due to excessive queuing delay [26], latency [28], or migration penal-
ties [22]. The detail of each model varies significantly among approaches in the prior work. Some
works include DVFS in decision making [27], some include power consumption of the cooling
system in addition to the computing system [28, 29], and others consider real-world TOU pricing
data [26, 27].
Our research considers all of the aforementioned modeling aspects to assist in workload man-
agement decisions: (a) DVFS to exploit the power/performance trade-offs of P-states; (b) cooling
system power and thermal properties to reduce cooling cost; (c) TOU and peak demand pricing
data to reduce monetary electricity cost. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to
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integrate all of these aspects within the GLD problem. In addition, unlike any prior work in GLD,
we consider performance degradation caused by co-location interference as part of our load distri-
bution techniques.
With respect to energy usage, some studies have considered renewable energy for energy opti-
mization of geo-distributed data centers [22,23,31,32]. Similar to [21], our work uses information
about TOU electricity pricing, peak demand pricing and peak shaving, renewable energy usage,
and net metering. However, reference [21] proposes a solution for a single data center rather than
for a group of geo-distributed data centers. Moreover, it does not consider heterogeneous compute
node-types, different performance states of cores, compute node temperatures, cooling power, or
co-location interference. Our work considers all these factors at a geo-distributed level. Similar
to our work, reference [31] proposes a workload scheduling technique that uses both peak shaving
and renewable energy prediction models. However, it does not consider net metering and detailed
cooling power and co-location interference models. Similar to [22] and our prior work in [23], our
study considers a renewable energy source at each geo-distributed data center, a cooling system
at each data center, and migration penalties associated with moving already-assigned workloads
to different data centers. We differ significantly from [22] by including TOU electricity pricing
traces, considering DVFS P-state decisions, and integrating interference caused by the co-location
of multiple tasks to cores that share resources in our management techniques. We extend our prior
work significantly from [23] by including a peak demand price model and also exploiting peak





We propose a hierarchical framework for a geo-distributed resource manager (GDRM) that
consists of a high-level manager to distribute incoming workload requests and migrate already-
allocated requests to geographically distributed data centers. The goal of the GDRM is to minimize
the total energy cost of the system while servicing all requests. Each data center has its own local
workload management system that takes the workload assigned to it by the GDRM and maps
requests to compute cores within the data center. We first describe the system model at the geo-
distributed level and then provide further details into the models of components at the data center
level. We provide a list of abbreviations and notations in the appendix.
3.2 Geo-Distributed Level Model
We consider a rate-based workload management scheme, where workload arrival rate can be
predicted over the decision interval called an epoch [33, 34]. In our work, an epoch length T e is
one hour, and a 24-epoch period represents a full day. Over the course of an epoch, the workload
arrival rates can be reasonably approximated as constant, e.g., the Argonne National Lab Intrepid
log shows mostly-constant arrival rates over large intervals of time [35].
We assume that the beginning of each epoch represents a steady-state scheduling problem
where we assign execution rates, i.e., reciprocal of the execution time, of a set of I workload
task-types to D data centers. A task-type i ∈ I is characterized by its arrival rate ARi, and the
estimated time required to complete a task of task-type i on each of the heterogeneous compute
nodes in each P-state. The assignment problem at the geo-distributed level is to assign execution
rates for each task-type i to each data center d ∈ D such that total energy cost across all data
centers is minimized, with the constraint that the execution rates of all task-types meet their arrival
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rates, i.e., all tasks complete without being dropped or unexecuted. To fulfill this constraint, for
each epoch τ , we assign a maximum data center execution rate ERDCd,i for each task-type i to each
data center d such that the total execution rate for all task-types exceed (or equal) the corresponding
arrival rate, ARi, thus ensuring the workload can be completed. That is,
D∑
d=1
ERDCi,d (τ) ≥ ARi(τ), ∀i ∈ I. (3.1)
3.3 Data Center Level
3.3.1 Organization of Each Data Center
Each data center d housesNNd number of nodes that are arranged in hot aisle/cold aisle fashion
(Figure 3.1), and a cooling system comprised ofNCRd number of computer room air conditioning
(CRAC) units. Heterogeneity exists among compute nodes, where nodes vary in their execution
speeds, power consumption characteristics, and number of cores. Cores within a compute node are
homogeneous, and each core is DVFS-enabled to allow independent configuration of its P-states.
The number of cores in node n is NCNn, and NTk is the node type to which core k belongs.
3.3.2 Compute Core Execution Rates
Recall that our GDRM determines the distribution of tasks of each task-type among all data
centers. At each data center d, the sum of execution rates of all cores that are assigned to execute
task-type i must exceed or equal ERDCd,i (τ). We assume that we know the estimated computational
speed (ECS) of any task of type i on a core of node-type n in P-state p, ECS(i, n, p), determined
using historical, experimental, or analytical techniques [36, 37].
For epoch τ , we assign a desired fraction DFi,k(τ) of time each core k will spend executing
tasks of type i and the P- state PSi,k(τ) each core k is configured when executing tasks of type i.
We assume tasks will run serially until completion. That is, a core sharing its time among multiple
tasks implies that a scheduler will assign different tasks to execute on the core in such a manner
that, over a long period of time (i.e., steady-state), the amount of time a core k spends executing a
7
Figure 3.1: Data center in hot aisle/cold aisle configuration [2]
task of type i would equal its assigned DFi,k(τ) value. The core execution rate ERcorei,k of tasks of
type i on core k is
ERcorei,k (τ) = DFi,k(τ) · ECS(i, NTk, PSi,k(τ)). (3.2)
At the data center level, we assign DFi,k(τ) and PSi,k(τ) such that power is minimized (see
Chapter 3.3.3), and the execution rates of all task-types on cores in all data centers equal the arrival







ERcorei,k (τ) = ARi(τ), ∀i ∈ I,∀d ∈ D. (3.3)
3.3.3 Compute Node Power Model
The power consumption of a compute node consists of the static overhead power consump-
tion (equal to the amount of power consumed when the system is idle) and the additional dynamic
power consumed when cores are executing tasks. We define On as the overhead power consump-
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tion of compute node n (a constant value independent of the workload resulting from system com-
ponents such as storage, network interfaces). Let APC(i, NTk, PSi,k(τ)) be the average power
consumed by core k in a node of type NTk when executing tasks of type i in P-state PSi,k(τ)
during epoch τ . The power consumption of node n during epoch τ , PNn(τ), is





APC(i, NTk, PSi,k(τ)) ·DFi,k(τ). (3.4)
3.3.4 Cooling Power Model
The heat generated by compute nodes is removed by the CRAC units. The airflow within
the data center causes heat generated from nodes to propagate to other nearby nodes, thereby
increasing the inflow temperature of those nodes. Using the notion of thermal influence indices [38]
that were derived using computational fluid dynamics simulations, we can calculate the steady-
state temperatures at compute nodes and CRAC units in each data center. Because we assume the
same physical layout for each of the data centers (Figure 3.1), we use thermal influence indices
derived for one data center layout based on an average workload that would be executed by the
data center.
The outlet temperature of each compute node is a function of the inlet temperature, the power
consumed, and the air flow rate of the node. The inlet temperature of each compute node is a
function of the outlet temperatures of each CRAC unit and the outlet temperatures of all compute
nodes of the same data center [2]. The ASHRAE guidelines have designated the inlets of IT
equipment as the common measurement point for temperature compliance [39], and therefore we
consider thermal constraints at the inlets of compute nodes. For all nodes, the inlet temperature of
each node is constrained to be less than or equal to the red-line temperature (maximum allowable
node temperature).
The power consumed by a CRAC unit is a function of the heat removed at that CRAC unit and
the Coefficient of Performance (CoP) of the CRAC unit [40]. Let ρd be the density of air and Cd
be the specific heat capacity of air at data center d. Let TCind,c(τ), TC
out
d,c (τ), and AFCd,c(τ) be the
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inlet temperature, outlet temperature, and air flow rate, respectively, of CRAC unit c in data center











3.3.5 Node Activation/Deactivation Power Overhead
At each data center, the number of nodes of each node-type that are in-use frequently changes
among epochs. Inactive nodes are placed in a sleep state, but entering and exiting this sleep state
takes some time due to the actions required in both hardware and software to transition the system
between states. Each node that is active is considered to be active for the entire epoch, which
requires that any node transitioning to/from a sleep state do so during the epoch following/before
the current epoch, respectively.
For each data center d, letN transd,j (τ) be the number of nodes of type j that activate or deactivate
during epoch τ . Let P Sleepj be the average sleep power for node-type j. Let P
D
j be the average peak
dynamic power for node-type j. It is calculated by averaging over all task-types the peak power for
each task-type i executing on node-type j. The average node utilization of node-type j defined as
µj . Let CoP of the CRAC unit at data center d be CoPd. Without loss of generality, we assume that
each data center contains the same number of nodes, however each data center is heterogeneous
in the sense that the number of nodes belonging to each node-type among data centers varies. Let
Jd be the set of node-types in data center d. Let T S be the time required for a node to transition
to/from a sleep state. Recall that T e is the duration of an epoch. The node activation/deactivation
























3.3.6 Renewable Power Model
Each data center is equipped with and partially powered by a renewable energy source. Every
location can have either solar power, wind power, or some combination of both. Solar power P solard
and wind power Pwindd (both have units of kW ) are calculated as [41] for each data center d as an
average per epoch τ . The total renewable power, PRd(τ), available at data center d during epoch τ
is the sum of the wind and solar power available at that time. We use these models with historical
data [3] to predict the renewable power available at each data center:
PRd(τ) = P
solar
d (τ) + P
wind
d (τ). (3.7)
3.3.7 Overall Data Center Power Model
Let Effd be an approximation of the power overhead coefficient in data center d due to the
inefficiencies of power supply units. Effd is always greater than or equal to 1. The total non-










· Effd − PRd(τ). (3.8)
For epoch τ , PDd(τ) can be negative if the renewable power available at the data center, PRd(τ),
is greater than the cooling and computing power.
3.3.8 Net Metering Model
Net metering allows data center operators to sell back the excess renewable power generated
on-site to the utility company. When the excess power is added into the grid, utility companies pay
a fraction of the retail price. This fraction is called the net metering factor, α.
3.3.9 Peak Demand Model
Most utility providers charge a flat-rate (peak demand) fee based on the highest (peak) power
consumed at any instant during a given billing period, e.g., month. The peak demand price per
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kW at data center d is denoted as P priced . We define Pc
peak
d (τ) as the highest grid power consumed
since the beginning of the current month, including the current epoch τ . We define Pppeakd (τ) as
the highest grid power consumption since the beginning of the current month until the start of the
current epoch τ . The peak power increase at data center d during epoch τ , ∆peakd (τ), is then defined
as





if Pcpeakd (τ) ≥ Pp
peak
d (τ) else it is equal to 0. The peak power increase ∆
peak
d (τ) is calculated in
each epoch τ and summed over all epochs in a billing period to calculate total peak power.
3.3.10 System Electricity Cost
The electricity price per kWh at data center d during epoch τ is defined as Epriced (τ). Data
center operators can use net metering if total non-renewable power consumed throughout the data
center, PDd(τ), is negative. For such conditions, the total power/electricity cost PCd(τ) for data
center d during epoch τ can be defined as
PCd(τ) = E
price





if PDd(τ) is positive. If PDd(τ) is negative then
PCd(τ) = E
price





where α=0 if net metering is not available. The first term in Equation 3.10 represents the TOU
electricity cost and the second term represents the peak demand cost.
3.3.11 Co-Location Interference Model
Tasks competing for shared memory in multicore processors can cause severe performance
degradation, especially when competing tasks are memory-intensive [42]. The memory-intensity
of a task refers to the ratio of last-level cache misses to the total number of instructions executed.
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We employ a linear regression model from [43] that combines a set of disparate features (i.e., in-
puts that are correlated with task execution time) based on the current tasks assigned to a multicore
processor to predict the execution time of a target task i on core k in the presence of performance
degradation due to interference from task co-location. These features are, the number of appli-
cations co-located on that multicore processor, the base execution time, the clock frequency, the
average memory intensity of all applications on that multicore processor, and the memory intensity
of application i on core k.
In our linear model, the output is a linear combination of all features and their calculated coef-
ficients. We classify the task-types into memory-intensity classes on each of the node-types, and
calculate the coefficients for each memory-intensity class using the linear regression model to de-
termine a co-located execution rate for task-type i on core k, CERcorei,k (τ). The total execution rate







Because co-location interference degrades the execution rate of task-types, some tasks may be
unable to finish if task-types are allocated to cores based on Equation 3.2 that does not consider
degradation effects. To allocate tasks to cores when considering co-location interference, some
of our techniques use information about CERcorei,k to judge actual execution rates more accurately
than techniques that do not consider co-location interference. When considering co-location at a
data center d, the data center execution rate constraint becomes
NCd∑
k=1
CERcorei,k (τ) ≥ ERDCd,i (τ), ∀i ∈ I,∀d ∈ D. (3.12)
The linear regression model was trained using execution time data that was collected by ex-
ecuting benchmarks from the PARSEC [44] and NAS parallel [45] benchmark suites on a set of
server class multicore processors that define the nodes used in our study (see Table 6.1 in Chapter
6 for details about each node). This model for execution time prediction under co-location inter-
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We consider a scenario with multiple data centers sharing a single workload. The system is
assumed to be under-subscribed in the sense that the system is expected to have enough compu-
tation resources to complete the workload without requiring that any tasks be dropped. Though
the system is under-subscribed, individual data centers may be executing at full capacity. The
tasks originate off-site from the data centers, and we make the simplifying assumptions that the
transmission time and cost from a task origin to a data center is equivalent for all data centers.
The objective of a GDRM is to minimize monetary electricity cost of the geo-distributed system
(the sum of Equation 3.10 across all data centers) while ensuring that the workload is completed
according to the constraints defined by Equations 3.1 and 3.12.
The problem is especially challenging when considering the variable amount of renewable
power available at each data center, the heterogeneity of compute nodes within a data center, and
the additional constraint that the entire workload must complete without dropping any tasks. Hav-
ing information about TOU electricity pricing, peak demand pricing, a prediction of the amount
of renewable power, net metering policy at each data center, the incoming workload, and the ex-
ecution speeds of task-types on the heterogeneous compute nodes allows our GDRM to make





The GDRM allocates the incoming workload not only to individual data centers, but also to
specific nodes within each data center. The GLD problem is NP-hard [22], and therefore we
propose three resource management heuristics for GDRM, with each having different levels of
detail of the system model available to it.
5.2 Force Directed Load Distribution Heuristics
Force-directed load distribution (FDLD) is a variation of force-directed scheduling [46], a tech-
nique often used for optimizing semiconductor logic synthesis. FDLD is an iterative heuristic that
selectively performs operations to minimize system forces until all constraints are met. We adapt
the FDLD approach proposed in [22] to the rate-based allocation environment we have outlined in
Chapter 3, and enhance it to propose two new FDLD based heuristics to solve our problem.
Our baseline FDLD heuristic is the one proposed in [22], which we enhance with simple over-
provisioning (FDLD-SO) to compensate for performance degradation due to co-location. This
allows the FDLD heuristic to meet the execution rate constraint at a given data center. This heuris-
tic over-provisions all task-types equally by scaling estimated task execution rates by a factor φC .
Our first new heuristic improves upon FDLD-SO by using task aware over-provisioning (FDLD-
TAO) to estimate co-location effects for each task-type by a factor specific to each task-type i, φCi .
For both FDLD-SO and FDLD-TAO, the degree of over-provisioning (φC and φCi , respectively) is
determined empirically through simulation studies to provide values that give the system the best
possible performance. Lastly, our second new heuristic uses the co-location (FDLD-CL) models
given in Chapter 3.3.11 to account for co-location effects when calculating task execution rates.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for FDLD heuristics
1. allocate an instance of each task-type to every node in every data center in every epoch
2. operations-remaining = true
3. while operations-remaining
4. for each node with tasks still allocated to it
5. for each task-type on the node
6. temporarily remove task-type from node
7. if FDLD-CL
8. estimate execution rates using Equation 3.11 (CERi)
9. else if FDLD-TAO
10. estimate execution rates using Equation 5.3 and φCi
11. else if FDLD-SO
12. calculate execution rates using Equation 5.3 and φC
13. calculate estimated power costs PCEd (τ)
14. calculate F S from FER and FC
15. if execution rate constraints are not violated (Equation 3.12
for FDLD-CL, Equation 5.4 for FDLD-SO and FDLD-TAO)
16. add to set of possible task removal operations
17. restore task-type to node
18. end for
19. end for
20. if set of possible task removal operations is empty
21. operations-remaining = false
22. else
23. choose and implement the task-type removal operation that would result in the lowest F S
24. end while
25. return final allocation solution
The fundamental operation of all FDLD variants is described in Algorithm 1. To generate the
initial solution, every node in every data center in every epoch is assigned to execute all task-types
(step 1). Each iteration of the FDLD removes one instance of one task-type from a single node,
selecting the task to remove, resulting in the lowest total system force F S (steps 4-23). After
getting the final allocation solution from the heuristic, we calculate the final execution rates and
the system electricity cost by summing the power costs across all data centers. The rest of this
Chapter presents the derivation of the total system force F S , Equation 5.3 (used in steps 10 and 12
in Algorithm 1), and Equation 5.4 (used in step 15 in Algorithm 1).
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As per Equation 3.2, the task execution rate is a function of the P-state of the node the task
is executing at, but FDLD is not designed to make DVFS decisions to set the execution rates of
task-types, and therefore we assume that it is going to make the decisions based on the node uti-
lization. An average execution rate must be determined for all task-types using the average node
utilization factor µj for each node-type j. Let ERj,i(PMAX) and ERj,i(P0) be the execution rates
of task-type i running on a single core of a node of type j in the highest numbered P-state and
lowest numbered P-state, respectively. Therefore, the equivalent single core execution rate Rj,i of
task-type i on node-type j is
Rj,i = ERj,i (PMAX) + [ERj,i (P0)− ERj,i (PMAX)]µj. (5.1)
The single core execution rate of the application is equal to the minimum execution rate execut-
ing at the highest numbered P-state (first term in Equation 5.1) plus a performance factor (second
term in Equation 5.1). The node utilization will affect the single core execution rate such that the
execution rate will be proportional to the node utilization, e.g., Rj,i will be ERj,i(P0) for µj = 1
and ERj,i(PMAX) for µj = 0.
LetNNd,j be the number of nodes of type j in data center d. Let Sd,j,n(τ) be the set of instances
of different task-types placed on a node n of node-type j in data center d during epoch τ . An in-
stance of a task-type is a task that belongs to the specific task-type. Let Qd,j,i(τ) be the equivalent
number of nodes of type j running task-type i in data center d during epoch τ . We assume that
the compute time of each core on a node is evenly divided among its assigned tasks. Therefore
the equivalent number of nodes Qd,j,i(τ) represent the compute time allocated to task-type i on










For example, for a data center with twelve nodes and three task-types assigned, each task-type
would get the equivalent of four nodes out of twelve, i.e., 1⁄3 of the available compute resources.
This will be assigned such that each task-type gets 1⁄3 of the execution time of each of the twelve
nodes.
To compensate for performance degradation due to co-location effects, node over-provisioning
is accomplished by the factor φ. Let Kj be the number of cores in a node of type j. The average
estimated execution rate EREj,i(τ) of task-type i on node-type j during epoch τ , when using either






Kj ·Rj,i · φ ·Qd,j,i(τ) (5.3)
subject to the constraint
EREj,i(τ) ≥ ARi(τ) ∀i ∈ I. (5.4)
Where φ is replaced by either φC or φCi in Equation 5.3 when using either FDLD-SO or FDLD-
TAO, respectively.
Let Z be the term that is replaced byCERi(τ) when considering the FDLD-CL heuristic and is
















Observe that FER(τ) will decrease to zero as the ratio of Z to ARi(τ) decreases to 1.












For all FDLD variants, let PDEd (τ) be the estimated non-renewable power consumed at data













 · Effd − PRd(τ), (5.7)
For all FDLD variants, let PCEd (τ) be the estimated power cost at data center d during epoch
τ . PCEd (τ) is calculated as shown in Equation 3.10, where PDd(τ) is replaced by its estimated
version, i.e., PDEd (τ).
Let PCmaxd (τ) be the maximum real power cost possible at data center d, calculated using















d (τ) . (5.8)















Observe that the value of FC goes to zero as the ratio of PCEd (τ) to PC
max
d (τ) decreases to zero.
Let N τ be the total number of epochs being considered. The total system force across all




FER(τ) + FC(τ). (5.10)
5.3 Genetic Algorithm Heuristic
We designed a third heuristic: genetic algorithm load distribution with co-location awareness
(GALD-CL). The Genitor style [47] GALD-CL heuristic has two parts: a genetic algorithm based
GDRM (Algorithm 2) and a local data center level greedy heuristic (Algorithm 3) that is used to
calculate the fitness value of the genetic algorithm.
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The initial population for GALD-CL (Algorithm 2) is generated by randomly partitioning the
global arrival rate ARi for each task-type i in the epoch across all of the data centers (step 1). Each
data center d gets a desired fraction of arrival rate DARd,i for each task-type i such that,
D∑
d=1
DARd,i(τ) = ARi(τ), ∀i ∈ I. (5.11)
Each chromosome is a matrix of I x D genes, where each gene is a DARd,i and d pair, rep-
resenting the desired arrival rate of each task-type i at each data center d. We perform selection,
crossover, and mutation that alter existing chromosomes to generate new offspring chromosomes
(step 3). We use a roulette wheel selector, a two-point crossover, and a simple real range muta-
tor [48]. After the generation of two offspring, for each new chromosome, a local greedy heuristic
discussed in the next paragraph is used to perform allocations at the data center level (steps 4-6).
After the greedy heuristic, the fitness value (total energy cost including CRAC energy) for each
chromosome is calculated (step 7). The population is trimmed to its original size by eliminating
the least-fit (highest cost) chromosomes (step 8). After reaching the time limit, the algorithm ends
and the final allocation of arrival rates is obtained from the best (lowest cost) chromosome.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for GALD-CL heuristic
1. create an initial population of chromosomes
2. while within time limit
3. perform selection, crossover and mutation to create new chromosomes
4. for each new chromosome
5. use greedy heuristic to perform allocations at data center level
6. end for
7. find the fitness values (total energy costs) of the population
8. trim population to its original size by eliminating the least-fit chromosomes
9. end while
10. return best chromosome from population and use final allocation from it
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Local Greedy Heuristic: This greedy approach (Algorithm 3) is similar in concept to “Min-min”
in [49, 50] and is used to assign the desired arrival rate DARd,i of each task-type i to cores in data
center d. For this heuristic, cores are dedicated to a single particular task-type, i.e., a core cannot
execute more than one task-type at a time. Our greedy heuristic iteratively assigns task-types to
cores to find the most efficient mapping, where we define efficiency EFFi,k for a task mapping of





For each data center, we start this greedy heuristic by finding the task-type/node-type pair
with the highest EFFi,k(τ) value (Equation 5.12) among all possible pairs (step 2). Our heuristic
uses the most efficient P-state for a given task-type/node-type pair. All I x Jd task-type to node-
type pairs are then sorted by their efficiency in descending order to create a list (step 3). At each
iteration of the heuristic, the first (most efficient) pair is selected (step 5). Then the heuristic checks
if any unassigned cores within the selected node-type exist (step 6). If so, we assign fraction of
the DARd,i for the selected task-type to a core in the selected node-type (based on ECS(i, n, p))
(step 7) and that core is removed from consideration (step 8). The CRAC outlet temperatures are
set to the red-line temperature, and then the outlet temperatures of all CRAC units are iteratively
decreased by one degree until the thermal constraint (the inlet temperature of the node, with the
selected core, should be less than the red-line temperature) is met (step 9). After the assignment,
the execution rate ERDCd,i is updated (step 10). If the ER
DC
d,i for the selected task-type exceeds
its DARd,i (step 11), all task-type/node-type pairs with that task-type are removed from the list
(step 12). The heuristic uses Equation 3.11 to estimate core execution rates with constraint defined
by Equation 3.12. If no unassigned cores within the selected node-type exist (step 13), that task-
type/node-type pair is removed from consideration (list) (step 14). This iterative part (steps 4-15)
of the heuristic stops when there are no more task-type/node-type pairs to consider.
After mapping the desired arrival rates DARd,i of each task-type i to cores in each data center
d, if the DARd,i exceeds the data center assignment ERDCd,i (checked for each task-type in each
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code for local Greedy heuristic
1. for each data center
2. find most efficient task-type/node-type pair among all possible pairs
3. sort all task-type/node-type pairs by efficiency in descending order
4. while sorted list is not empty
5. select first task-type/node-type pair
6. if unassigned core within selected node-type exist
7. assign fraction of DARd,i for the selected task-type
to a core from the selected node-type
8. remove that core from future consideration (assigned)
9. set CRAC outlet temperatures to highest temperatures such
that node inlet temperature is less than red-line temperature
10. update ERDCd,i
11. if ERDCd,i for the selected task-type exceeds its DARd,i
12. remove all task-type/node-type pairs with that task-type
13. else //no more cores from node-type exist
14. remove that task-type/node-type pair from the list
15. end while
16. end for
17. for each data center
18. for each task-type
19. if DARd,i exceeds the data center assignment ERDCd,i //solution invalid
20. adjust DARd,i value by reducing it by 10% for data center where solution is invalid
21. normalize DARd,i values to modify chromosome
until valid solution reached, return to step 1
22. end for
23. end for
data center), the solution is invalid (step 19). If so, we adjust DARd,i value by reducing it by 10%
for the data center at which the solution is invalid (step 20). To calculate normalized arrival rate
value DARnormd,i , we then normalize the DARd,i values such that the sum of DAR
norm
d,i values for
each task-type matches the global arrival rate ARi




We then replace DARd,i with DARnormd,i for all data centers d with the given task-type i to modify
the chromosome until a valid solution can be reached (step 21), i.e., ERDCd,i exceeds (or equals)
DARd,i.
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In summary, the GALD-CL heuristic addresses two potential shortcomings of the FDLD vari-
ants. First, the nature of the decision making within the FDLD variants prevents them from making
any kind of DVFS decisions, therefore a single P-state is chosen for each node-type regardless of
the tasks executing on the node. The greedy heuristic within the GALD-CL approach chooses the
most efficient P-state for each task-type on each node-type [2]. Second, the FDLD variants are
susceptible to becoming trapped in local minima. The genetic algorithm portion of the GALD-CL





Experiments were conducted for three geo-distributed data center configurations containing
four, eight, and sixteen data centers. Locations of the data centers in the three configurations were
selected from major cities around the continental United States to provide a variety of wind and
solar conditions among sites and at different times of the day (see Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1: Location of simulated data centers overlaid on solar irradiance intensity map (average annual
direct normal irradiance); wind data collected but not shown [3]
Experiments for the configuration with four data centers used locations one through four from
Figure 6.1, while experiments using configuration with eight and sixteen data centers used loca-
tions one through eight and one through sixteen, respectively. The sites of each configuration were
selected so that each configuration would have a fairly even east coast to west coast distribution to
better exploit TOU pricing, peak demand pricing, net metering, and renewable power. Each data
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center consists of 4,320 nodes arranged in four aisles, and is heterogeneous within itself, having
nodes from either two or three of the node-types given in Table 6.1, with most locations having
three node-types and per-node core counts that range from 4-12 cores. For CRAC units, the red-line
temperature was set to 30°C, which is on the high end of ASHRAE’s temperature guidelines [39].
Table 6.1: Node Processor Types Used in Experiments
Intel processor # cores L3 cache frequency range
Xeon E3-1225v3 4 8MB 0.8 - 3.20 GHz
Xeon E5649 6 12MB 1.60 - 2.53 GHz
Xeon E5-2697v2 12 30MB 1.20 - 2.70 GHz
Nodes placed in a sleep state by a heuristic are considered to be in the Advanced Configuration
and Power Interface (ACPI) node sleep state S3, where RAM remains powered on. Sleep state
S3, also commonly referred to as suspend or standby, allows greatly reduced power consumption
while still possessing a small latency to return to an active operating state. Sleep power for all
nodes is calculated as a fixed percentage of static power for each node-type, assumed to be 16%
based on a study of node power states [51]. The average node utilization factor used during FDLD
allocations, µj , is set as 0.75. The Coefficient of Performance (CoP) of the CRAC unit was deter-
mined empirically by simulating workloads with different memory intensity classes at each data
center location, and its value ranges between 1.43 and 2.08 for different configurations. The time
of each epoch τ was set to be one hour. The time required to transition a node to or from a sleep
state, T S , was conservatively assumed to be five minutes.
The electricity prices used during experiments, as shown in Figure 1.1, were taken directly
from Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) Schedule E-19, which is for commercial locations consum-
ing between 500kW and 1MW [1]. The peak demand prices per kW are given in Table are 6.2.
We assume that each data center has peak renewable power generating capacity equivalent to
its maximum power consumption [12, 13, 52]. Renewable power at each location was either wind
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Table 6.2: Peak Demand Prices Used in Experiments
data center peak demand data center peak demand
location price ($/kW ) location price ($/kW )
New York 11.04 Detroit 14.54
Chicago 3.82 Las Vegas 8.25
Denver 6.75 San Francisco 13.01
LA 8.91 Seattle 3.29
Atlanta 8.11 Tampa 10.25
Baltimore 3.84 Kansas City 6.39
Dallas 11.88 Oklahoma City 6.20
Indianapolis 10.57 Nashville 5.09
power, solar power, or a combination of the two. For example, a location with high average solar
irradiance but low average wind speed would be restricted to having solar power only. Solar and
wind data was obtained from the National Solar Radiation Database [3]. An example of the renew-
able power available at different locations is given in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Renewable power available at eight locations
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In net metering, data centers send excess power back to the grid and utility companies pay
back the customer a fraction of retail price α. In most cases, the net metering factor α is 1; in
very few cases, it is less than 1; and in some cases, it is 0, i.e., net metering is not available at that
location [17, 53].
Each task-type used in our experiment is representative of a different benchmark from the
PARSEC [44] and NAS parallel [45] benchmark suites. Task execution times and co-located per-
formance data for the task of the different memory intensity classes were obtained from running
the benchmark applications on the nodes listed in Table 6.1 [43]. Synthetic task arrival patterns
were constructed and the baseline pattern is shown in Figure 6.3. For reference, the figure also
shows TOU prices for an east coast and a west coast site.




7.1 Cost Comparison of Heuristics
Our first set of experiments analyzes the total system energy cost for each heuristic described
in Chapter 5 with and without peak shaving and net metering. For each heuristic, we evaluate
four variants: (1) without both peak shaving and net metering, (2) with net metering only, (3) with
peak shaving only, and (4) with both peak shaving and net metering. Heuristic variants that are
referred to as “without peak shaving” do not include the peak demand pricing factor in their objec-
tive functions but consider it while calculating the total monthly electricity cost at the end of the
billing period. These experiments use a data center configuration consisting of eight locations and
a workload that was a hybrid mix of memory-intensive and CPU-intensive task-types (discussed
in Chapter 7.2). The system energy costs are estimated over a duration of one day. The results are
shown in Figure 7.1(a).
For each individual heuristic, considering both net metering and peak shaving produced the
best results, while experiments without these produced worse results. This validates our consider-
ation of peak shaving and net metering during geo-distributed data center workload management,
to more effectively minimize energy costs. It can also be observed that the FDLD-CL heuristic, us-
ing the co-location models, performs the best among the FDLD variants. The FDLD-SO heuristic
performed the worst, severely over-provisioning nodes and resulting in high operating costs. The
GALD-CL heuristic with net metering and peak shaving outperformed all other approaches. This
heuristic has complete information about the entire system model, including the co-location mod-
els and task-node power (DVFS) models, allowing it to make better placement decisions. With



















































































































Figure 7.1: System energy costs for each heuristic over a day for (a) hybrid, (b) CPU-intensive, and (c)
memory-intensive workloads, for eight data center locations
The decision option related to DVFS P-states gives the GALD-CL heuristic a strong advantage
over the FDLD variants but it also takes longer to execute. The GALD-CL heuristic was limited
to a run time of approximately one hour per epoch simulated. Alternatively, the FDLD heuristics
completed in approximately six minutes per epoch simulated. While not performing as well as the
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GALD-CL, the FDLD variants have the advantage of reaching a solution more quickly, which may
be beneficial in some cases.
7.2 Workload Type Analysis
The previous experiment used a workload that was a hybrid mix of memory-intensive and
CPU-intensive task-types. Figure 7.1 shows experiments for all of the FDLD and GALD-CL
heuristics for a group of eight data centers where two additional workload types were evaluated:
one where all of the tasks are highly memory-intensive (using data from canneal, cg, ua, sp, and
lu benchmarks), and one where the tasks are highly CPU-intensive (using data from fluidanimate,
blackscholes, bodytrack, ep, and swaptions benchmarks) [44, 45]. The composition of data cen-
ter workloads can vary greatly and can impact the resource requirements, and these experiments
show that the techniques presented in our work will perform well for a variety of workload types.
Observe that the CPU-intensive workload typically costs the least as it experiences the least co-
location degradation and therefore requires fewer nodes. However, the memory-intensive tasks
cause performance degradation because they compete for shared memory in multicore processors.
7.3 Scalability Analysis
7.3.1 Data Center Scalability Analysis
In this experiment, we analyze heuristic performance for additional problem sizes. Simula-
tions running hybrid workloads were conducted for four and sixteen data center configurations in
addition to the previously discussed eight data center configuration. For each configuration, the
average performance improvement of each heuristic over the FDLD-SO heuristic with no peak
shaving and no net metering is given in Table 7.1. The GALD-CL heuristic was limited to a run
time of approximately one hour. FDLD heuristics for four, eight, and sixteen locations completed
on average in two, six, and eighteen minutes per epoch simulated, respectively. These experiments
confirm that all FDLD heuristics can perform well for smaller and larger problem sizes but the
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GALD-CL heuristic consistently performs the best for all problem sizes.
Table 7.1: Energy Cost Reduction Comparison
heuristic no PS and NM PS PS and
no NM only only NM
FDLD-SO 0.0% 0.2% 23.4% 23.6%
4 data FDLD-TAO 12.3% 14.5% 33.4% 34.0%
centers FDLD-CL 15.0% 15.7% 36.7% 37.9%
GALD-CL 49.5% 58.2% 67.3% 75.8%
FDLD-SO 0.0% 0.3% 20.8% 21.1%
8 data FDLD-TAO 16.9% 16.8% 31.5% 32.5%
centers FDLD-CL 19.6% 20.8% 36.9% 38.3%
GALD-CL 40.9% 45.7% 54.5% 60.8%
FDLD-SO 0.0% 0.4% 21.7% 24.5%
16 data FDLD-TAO 11.1% 12.2% 30.9% 32.9%
centers FDLD-CL 14.2% 16.1% 33.4% 36.6%
GALD-CL 33.1% 36.4% 44.0% 46.6%
PS = peak shaving, NM = net metering
7.3.2 GA Run Time Scalability Analysis
Table 7.1 shows similar energy cost reduction results for all FDLD variants in the cases of the
data center configurations containing four, eight, and sixteen data centers running hybrid work-
loads. But for GALD-CL, we notice that the energy cost reduction decreases with the increasing
number of data centers. Here, as the number of data centers in the group grows larger, the problem
size increases and the number of GALD-CL generations that can take place within the time limit
(one hour by default) decreases, which decreases the performance of GALD-CL.
To better understand how the GALD-CL solution quality is impacted by the heuristic’s run
time, we increase the GALD-CL run time in proportion to the increase in number of data centers.
We execute GALD-CL for about one hour for four data centers, about two hours for eight data cen-
ters, and about four hours for sixteen data centers. The results from Table 7.2 show that GALD-CL
is capable of performing well for larger problem size, when given more time. For comparison, the
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Table 7.2 also includes results for GALD-CL executed for about one hour for a group of four, eight,
and sixteen data centers. It should be noted that, even when allowing the GALD-CL to execute for
one hour, it still provides the system a significant energy cost reduction in comparison to the all
FDLD heuristics as shown in Table 7.1.
Table 7.2: Impact of GALD-CL Run Time
GALD-CL no PS and NM PS PS and
epoch no NM only only NM
4 data 1 hour 49.5% 58.2% 67.3% 75.8%
centers
8 data 1 hour 40.9% 45.7% 54.5% 60.8%
centers 2 hours 46.7% 55.2% 62.5% 72.2%
16 data 1 hour 33.1% 36.4% 44.0% 46.6%
centers 4 hours 40.1% 49.4% 61.6% 69.9%
PS = peak shaving, NM = net metering
7.3.3 Epoch-based Analysis
For most of our experiments, we analyzed the total system cost for each heuristic over one day.
Figure 7.2 shows a more detailed view of the system operating cost at one-hour intervals over the
course of a day for four, eight, and sixteen data centers executing a hybrid workload. The four
resource management heuristics in this study consider both peak shaving and net metering.
Net metering causes the plots to go into the negative region in certain epochs, which represents
the case when the system earns money by selling excess renewable power back to the utility com-
panies. The operating cost for each heuristic is very high during the first epoch because the period
for which the results are shown represents the first day of the month where the initial peak demand
cost is added. This effect would not be present for other days of the month. After a few epochs,
the performance of the FDLD-CL came close to the GALD-CL, but was not able to surpass its
performance.
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Figure 7.2: System energy costs for each heuristic over a day for epoch-based analysis, for a configuration
with (a) four, (b) eight, and (c) sixteen data center locations running the hybrid workloads
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7.4 Sensitivity Analysis
7.4.1 Net Metering Factor
Renewable power generation changes throughout the year. The amount of renewable power
generated at a data center also depends on its location. As discussed in Chapter 6, data centers
generate different amounts of renewable power at each location. Different states have different net
metering laws and utility companies from those states have different energy buy-back rates for net
metering. In this Chapter, we analyze the impact of net metering (with no peak shaving) and study
how the net metering factor impacts energy costs and the behavior of the heuristics. For these ex-
periments, we consider a configuration with eight data centers executing a hybrid workload. The
experiments analyze the total system cost for each heuristic utilizing only net metering. Peak shav-



























Figure 7.3: System energy costs for each heuristic over a day for net metering factor sensitivity analysis,
for eight data center locations running a hybrid workload
Net metering factor values for data centers were randomly sampled (with uniform distribution)
from three value ranges, where buy-back costs for renewable energy are low (0 ≤ α1 < 0.4),
medium (0.4≤ α2< 0.7), and high (0.7≤ α3≤ 1). Furthermore, we consider five simulation runs
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for each set of values and plot standard deviations as shown in Figure 7.3. In the figure, the system
energy costs decrease, but not dramatically as the net metering factor values increase. However,
we can observe that GALD-CL is able to exploit net metering better than the other heuristics as α
values increase.
7.4.2 Peak Demand Price
As discussed in Chapter 6, the set of data centers we are considering for these experiments
are heterogeneous and therefore consume different amounts of peak power. Utilities at different
locations have different peak prices as shown in Table 6.2. In this Chapter, we analyze the impact
of peak shaving (with no net metering) and study the impact of peak demand price. For these ex-
periments, we consider eight data centers executing a hybrid workload. The experiments analyze
the total system cost for each heuristic utilizing only peak shaving. Net metering is not considered





























Figure 7.4: System energy costs for each heuristic over a day for peak demand price sensitivity analysis,
for eight data center locations running a hybrid workload
Peak demand pricing values for data centers were randomly sampled (with uniform distribu-
tion) from three value ranges, where these values are low (3 ≤ p1 < 7), medium (7 ≤ p2 < 11),
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and high (11 ≤ p3 ≤ 15). Furthermore, we consider five simulation runs for each set of values and
plot standard deviations as shown in Figure 7.4. As expected, the system energy costs increase as
the peak demand pricing values increase. We observe a significant cost change across p1, p2, and
p3 because peak demand cost is one of the two major components of the total system cost (see
Equation 3.10) and peak demand pricing has a major impact on the peak demand cost component.
The wide standard deviation for peak shaving shows that the system is highly sensitive to the
peak demand price. By comparing both net metering factor and peak demand price sensitivity
analyses, we can observe that peak shaving has a bigger impact on system cost than net metering.
The major reason behind this is realistic assumptions of renewable power generation capabilities
at each data center. If we consider self-sustainable green data centers [12, 13, 52] and the trend
of increasing on-site renewable (solar/wind) power farms, more renewable power will be available
for net metering which will have a more significant impact on the system.
7.5 Task Arrival Rate Pattern Analysis
All of our experiments so far have assumed a sinusoidal task arrival rate pattern as shown
in Figure 6.3. This kind of pattern exists in environments where workload traffic depends on
user/consumer interaction and follows their demand during the day, e.g., Netflix [54], Facebook
[55]. However, for the environments where continuous computation is needed and the workload
pattern is non user/consumer interaction specific, the task arrival rate pattern is usually flat (nearly-
constant). Examples of such environments exist in military computing installations (Department
of Defense), government research labs (National Center for Atmospheric Research), etc. We con-
ducted a set of simulations to analyze the impact of varying the task arrival pattern. We consider
a configuration with eight data centers executing a hybrid workload with both sinusoidal arrival
pattern shown in Figure 7.5(a) and flat arrival rate pattern shown in Figure 7.5(b).
Recall that each task-type is characterized by its arrival rate and the estimated time required
to complete the task on each of the heterogeneous compute nodes in all P-states. The four GDRM
heuristics map execution rates to minimize total energy cost across all data centers with the con-
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of normalized cumulative task arrival rates for (a) sinusoidal and (b) flat patterns;
comparison of system energy costs among heuristics over a day for (c) sinusoidal and (d) flat workload
arrival rate patterns; all results are for eight data center locations running a hybrid workload
straint that the execution rates of all task-types meet their arrival rates (see Equation 3.1). Therefore
the assignment of execution rates alters with the change in arrival rates, which further affects the
system cost. The results shown in Figure 7.5(c) and Figure 7.5(d) indicate that the geo-distributed
system responds differently for sinusoidal and flat arrival rate patterns.
Overall system energy cost is higher for the sinusoidal workload arrival pattern because it pro-
duces higher peak data center power, which further increases the peak demand cost, than the flat
workload arrival pattern. Peak shaving significantly reduces the energy costs for both workload
patterns. The sinusoidal workload arrival pattern roughly aligns with the pattern of the renewable
power generation (see Figure 6.2), allowing data centers to utilize all of the available renewable
power.
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The flat (nearly-constant) workload arrival rate pattern does not align with the pattern of the
renewable power generation. This leaves data centers with excess renewable energy in the second
half of the day, which allows heuristics to exploit net metering heavily and produce more cost sav-
ings. Thus, heuristics that consider net metering perform better for the flat arrival rate pattern as
compared to the sinusoidal arrival rate pattern.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
We studied the problem of minimizing the energy costs for geographically distributed hetero-
geneous data centers with the constraint that all tasks complete without being dropped. Renewable
energy, peak demand, and co-location interference at data centers have a significant impact on
energy consumption. We capture these effects by including net metering, peak shaving, and co-
location models in our workload distribution techniques. We analyzed several techniques that
possess varying degrees of co-location interference prediction information: (1) a force-directed
scheduling technique, FDLD-TAO, that uses task aware over-provisioning to estimate co-location
effects for each task-type, (2) a force-directed scheduling technique, FDLD-CL, that uses co-
location models when calculating task execution rates, and (3) a genetic algorithm combined with
a local search technique, GALD-CL, that has information about the co-location models and DVFS
P-states.
The primary contributions of our research are to provide analyses of the aspects of the prob-
lems and solutions associated with renewable energy, peak demand, and co-location aware resource
management in heterogeneous computing systems. We used new peak demand and net metering
models that directly consider real-world peak demand prices and net metering policies in calcula-
tion of the system electricity cost, and a new co-location interference model created from a linear
regression technique using data from real servers. We demonstrated that including this additional
information in the decision process of the resource management heuristics resulted in a lower en-
ergy cost. This is achieved by reducing or eliminating node over-provisioning while still meeting
all required workload execution rates. Ignoring interference effects altogether can be especially
detrimental to overall performance and energy overheads when task execution times deviate far
from those expected due to interference. We also demonstrated the importance of net metering
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and peak shaving by illustrating the impact of the awareness of these factors on reducing operating
costs for geographically distributed data centers.
We compared our techniques across various workload profiles, performing a scalability assess-
ment, examining sensitivity to renewable power availability and peak demand pricing parameters,
and testing system behavior for different task arrival patterns. Our proposed FDLD-CL and GALD-
CL heuristics resulted in 37% and 61% lower operational costs on average than an approach from
prior work (represented by the FDLD-SO heuristic) [22]. However, to implement our approach in
a real system, it needs to be used with some form of a workload prediction technique, e.g., [56,57].
Additionally, due to scalability issues of GALD-CL, we recommend using FDLD-CL with a work-
load prediction technique in systems where the workload profile changes rapidly and therefore re-
quires short epochs, e.g., a few minutes. When the workload profile is not changing rapidly and
the workload distribution decisions are provided more time, e.g., an hour, using GALD-CL with a
workload prediction technique is a more suitable heuristic.
8.2 Future Work
This study has worked toward minimizing energy use for geographically distributed data cen-
ters by simultaneously considering various system features, such as data center compute and
cooling power, co-location interference effects, time-of-use (TOU) electricity pricing, renewable
power, net metering, and the distribution of peak demand pricing. Our work proposes several re-
source management techniques to address this optimization goal. Some directions for future work
include:
• The proposed resource management techniques consider a steady-state scheduling problem.
For certain real world scenarios, one needs to accurately predict the workload arriving to each
data center. Future work could explore online (run-time) resource management techniques
that work with the previously mentioned system features.
• Another future approach could use offline-assisted online resource management techniques.
For example, a number of solutions, called templates, could be generated offline to assist
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the online resource manager in making fast thermal-aware resource management decisions
based on the incoming workload and state of the data center facility.
• To build on this work, a model for network interconnects and communication within and
across data centers could be explored. The network performance (bandwidth and latency)
across data centers is strongly related to the geographic distance between data center lo-
cations. The current study focuses on the mainland United States and could be extended
to consider geographic distribution across multiple countries or even multiple continents.
The network bandwidth and latency in a geographically distributed cloud environment is
highly heterogeneous. For example, the network bandwidth within a single geographic re-
gion (country) is usually much faster than the bandwidth across regions (continents). This
work could be expanded by exploring a more advanced network model that considers het-
erogeneous networks.
• Another interesting direction relates to the restrictions on data movements between data cen-
ters. For example, data privacy regulations in certain countries may prevent the movement
of sensitive data to data centers in other countries. Another example could be latency critical
applications that are severely penalized if they are partitioned across data centers, such that
the time for the movement of their associated data is excessive.
• Each application may perform differently on different types of compute node architectures
in terms of energy and execution speed. Future work could study a wider variety of architec-
tures (nodes with GPUs, energy efficient servers, high performance servers, etc.) with a more
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Appendix A
List of Abbreviations and Notations
• φ = either φC or φCi for FDLD-SO or FDLD-TAO, respectively
• τ = epoch
• α = net metering factor
• φC = task execution rate scaling factor
• φCi = task specific task execution rate scaling factor
• ∆peakd = peak power increase at data center d
• ρd = density of air at data center d
• µj = average node utilization factor for each node-type j
• ADPd = node activation/deactivation power in data center d
• AFCd,c = air flow rate of CRAC unit c in data center d
• APC = average power consumed
• ARi = arrival rate of task-type i
• CERcorei,k = co-located execution rate for task-type i on core k
• CERi = total co-located execution rate for task-type i
• CRAC = computer room air conditioning
• Cd = specific heat capacity of air at data center d
• CoPd = Coefficient of Performance (CoP) of the CRAC unit at data center d
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• D = set of data centers
• DARnormd,i = normalized desired arrival rate for each task-type i at data center d
• DARd,i = desired arrival rate for each task-type i at data center d
• DFi,k = desired fraction of time each core k will spend executing tasks of type i
• ECS = estimated computational speed
• EFFi,k = efficiency for a task mapping of type i on a node of type NTk in P-state PSi,k(τ)
• ERDCd,i = maximum data center execution rate for each task-type i to each data center d
• EREj,i = average estimated execution rate of task-type i on node-type j
• ERcorei,k = core execution rate of tasks of type i on core k
• ERj,i(P0) = execution rates of task-type i running on a single core of a node of type j in the
lowest numbered P-state
• ERj,i(PMAX) = execution rates of task-type i running on a single core of a node of type j in
the highest numbered P-state
• Epriced = electricity price per kWh at data center d
• Effd = approximation of the power overhead coefficient in data center d
• FC = cost force
• FER = execution rate force
• F S = total system force across all epochs
• GDRM = geo-distributed resource manager
• GLD = geographical load distribution
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• I = set of workload task-types
• Jd = set of node-types in data center d
• Kj = number of cores in a node of type j
• NCNn = number of cores in node n
• NCRd = number CRAC units in data center d
• NNd = number of nodes in data center d
• NNd,j = number of nodes of type j in data center d
• NTk = node type to which core k belongs
• N τ = total number of epochs being considered
• N transd,j = number of nodes of type j in data center d that activate or deactivate
• On = overhead power consumption of node n
• PCRd,c = power consumed by CRAC unit c in data center d
• PCEd = estimated power cost at data center d
• PCmaxd = maximum real power cost possible at data center d
• PCd = total power/electricity cost for data center d
• PDEd = estimated non-renewable power consumed at data center d
• PDd = total non-renewable power consumed throughout data center d
• PNn = power consumption of node n, PNn
• PRd = total renewable power at data center d
• PSi,k = P-state each core k is configured when executing tasks of type i
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• PDj = average peak dynamic power for node-type j
• P Sj = average static power for node-type j
• P Sleepj = average sleep power for node-type j
• P priced = peak demand price per kW at data center d
• P solard = solar power at data center d
• Pwindd = wind power at data center d
• Pcpeakd = the highest grid power consumed since the beginning of the current month, includ-
ing the current epoch τ
• Pppeakd = the highest grid power consumption since the beginning of the current month until
the start of the current epoch τ
• Qd,j,i = equivalent number of nodes of type j running task-type i in data center d
• Rj,i = equivalent single core execution rate of task-type i on node-type j
• Sd,j,n = set of instances of task-type i placed on node n of node-type j in data center d
• TCind,c = inlet temperature of CRAC unit c in data center d
• TCoutd,c = outlet temperature of CRAC unit c in data center d
• T S = time required for a node to transition to/from a sleep state
• T e = epoch length (one hour)
• Z = term that is replaced by CERi when considering the FDLD-CL heuristic and is replaced
by EREj,i when using either FDLD-SO or FDLD-TAO
• d = data center
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